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ABSTRACT

Fluidelastic instabilityof loosely supportedtubearrayswas studied analyticallyand experimentally. This is one of
the importantpracticalproblemsof autonomousfluid-structuresystems with many interestingmotions. Both fluid.
dampingand fluid-stiffness controlled instabilities were investigated. Depending on the system parameters,the
dynamicresponse of thetubes includesperiodic,,quasipcfiedic,and chaotic motions. The analyticalmodel is based
on the unsteady flow theory, which can predict the nonlinear dynamics of tube mTaysin cross flow. For fluid-
dampingcontrolled instability,analyticalresultsand!;xpcrimentaldataagree reasonablywell.

1. INTRODUCTION

A groupof circulartube submergedin cross flow can be subjectedto dynamic instability,typically referredto as fluldelastic
instability. The thresholdflow velocity at which tubesbegin to undergolarge oscillations is called the critical flow velocity (see
Fig. 1). If a system componentis operatedat a flow velocityabove the critical value, severe damage to the components is likely
to occur,oftenafter only a shorttime of operation. In fact, fluidelasticinstabilityof tube arraysin cross flow has beenone of the
mainmechanisms causing tubefailurein heatexchangers andsteam generators[1-3]. Since the early 1970s,extensive studiesof
fluidelastic instabilityhave been repotled. A significantunderstandingof the problem now exists. However, at present, it is still
notpossible to predict instabilityphenomena from fundamentalprinciples of fluid dynamics and the theory of elasticity. This
paperis to present an integratedexperimental and analyticalstudy with an emphasis to characterizethe nonlinear dynamics of
fluidelasticinstability of loosely supportedtubearrays. Itincludes:

• The unsW,adyflow theoryof fluidelastic instabilityof tube arrays.
• Experimentof fluid-dampingcontrolled instability.
• A theoryof fluid-dampingcontrolled instability.
• Analysis of fluid-stiffnesscontrolled instability.
Analytical and experimental results show the existence of chaotic, quasiperiodic, and periodic motions when the flow

velocity exceeds the critical flow velocity for loosely supportedtube arts's in cross flow.

2. UNSTEADY FLOW THEORY FOR FLUIDELASTIC INSTABILITY OFTUBE ARRAYS

Consider a group of n identical tubes with radius R (= D/2) subjected to cross flow as shown in Fig. 2. The variables
associatedwith the tubemotion in the x and y directionsare flexural rigidity El, tube mass perunit length, m, structuraldamping
coefficient Cs, and displacementujand vj. The equationsof motionfor tubej in the x and ydirectionsare [2,4]:
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where t is time; p is fluid density;U is flow velocity; cois circularfrequencyof oscillations; O_jk,ajk, _.jk,and [3jkareadded
mass coefficients; exit, olk, _k, and [$1kate fluid-dampingcoefficients; and aik, Oik, _ik, and [3_kare fluid-stiffness
coefficients. Note tl_ flufd--da_pingc_e_dents and fluid.stiffness coefficients a_-funCtions'of reduced flow velocity Ur (=
U/ffD; ff is the oscillation frequencyof the tubes in flow).

The in-vacuum variables aremass per unit length m, modal dampingratio _v and naturalfrequencyfv (--"cov/2_)• The
values forfv and _v can be calculated from theequation of motionandappropriateboundaryconditionsor from tests in vacuum
(practicallyin air). The modal functionof the tube vibratingin vacuumand in fluid is W(z);

I_01¥2(z)dz_- I (3)

where I is the length of the robes. Let

uj(z,t) = aj(t)¥(z), vj(z,0 = bj(t)y(z) (4)

whereaj(0 andbj(t) are functionsof timeonly. Using Eqs. 3and 4, calculationof Eqs. I and2 yields
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when thedimensionless parametersare
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Equations 5 and6 become
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where the dotdenotes differentiationwith respectto t.
Once the fluid-force coefficients are known, it is straightforwardto analyze the stability of a tube array in crossflow,

Equations8and 9 can be written

[M]{_Q;')}+ [C]{_(Q,'),}+[1(]{Q}= {o}, (IO)
of

[Ms+Mfl{6}+[Cs+Cfl[Q,}+[Ks+Zfl{Q}= {0}, (11)

wlmm {Q}isthedisplacementvectorsconsistingofajandbj;[Iv[]isthemassmatrix,includingstructuralmass[Ms]andadded
mass[Mf];[C]isthedampingmatrix,includingstructuraldamping[Cs]andfluiddamping[Cf];and[K]isthestiffnessmatrix,
includingstructuralstiffness [Ks] and fluidstiffness [Kfl.

Fluidelastic instabilityof tube arraysare causedby high-velocity flow; its effects arecontainedin the matrices[Cf] and[Kf].
These matrices are functions of fluid-dampingand fluid-stiffness coefficients. Different types of dynamic instability can be
classified accordingto the dominant termsin Eq. 11.

Fluid.Damping Controlled Instability (Single-Mode Flutter): The dominanttermsareassociatedwith the symmetricpartof
the dampingmatrix[Cf]. Theinstabilityarisesbecause the fluid-dynamicforcescreate negativedamping, ajj and _jj play the
most importantrole in determining the stability.instabilityboundaries.

Fluid.Stiffness-Controlled Instability (Coupled-Mode Flutter): The dominant terms areassociated with the anfisymmetric
partof the stiffness matrix [Kf]. It is called coupled-mode flutter,because a minimum of two modes are requiredto produce it.

Inthis case, a]k and X_k forj _=,/) k play the majorrole in determining the stability characteristics.

3. MOTION-DEPENDENT FLUID FORCES

Several experiments focused on measuringmotion-dependent fluid forces directly. Teh and Goyder [5] measuredfluid
forcesacting on a tube that was excited to oaciilatiot_.These fluid forces wererelated to the oscillating tube only; therefore, they
canbe used for fluid-damping-controiledinstability only. Ham [6] measured unsteadyfluid forces acting on a tube row and
studied the detailed flow field. Funakawaet al. [7] performedan experimental study of unsteady fluid forces acting on tube

arrayswitha pitch ratioof 1.41 in two-phaseflow. However, these authorsonly measureda single component of the fluid forces
for aspecific motion. The resultsprovide some insights into the instability of tube arraysin two-phase flow but cannotbe used
forpracticalpredictionof instability. The most extensive measurementsof motion-dependentfluid forces were by Tanaka[8];
TanakaandTakahara[91;andTanaka,Takahara,and Ohta [101,who measuredmotion-dependentfluid forces for tube rows and
squarearrayswith pitchratiosof 1.33and 1.42. This techniquewas also used by Jendrzejczykand Chen [11].

In this study, we used the unsteady flow theory. Fluid-force coefficients canbe determinedby measuring the fluid forces
acting on the tubes that are due to oscillations of a particular tube. For example, if tube k is excited in the y direction, its
displacementin the y direction is given by

Vkffiv coscot. (12)

The fluid force acting on tubej in the x directioncanbe written

fj = lpu2ejk cos(c_t+ _jk)V, (13)

whereCjkis the fluid-force amplitudeand _ik is the phase angle by which the fluid force acting on tubej leads the displacement
of tubek. In the analytical model, the fluid force fjis given by

___JL+ PU2 o'., _k +pU2OikVk. (14)
fj=-pnR2Ojk _t 2 _ jz _t



WithEqs. 12 and 14,we canalso writethe fluid.force componentas

fj= (pgR2c02ojk.pU 20jk)Vcos¢_t-pU20 jkvsincot. (15)

CombiningEqs.13and15yields

I _3

O_k = _Cjk cos_jk - U---_rajk (16)
and

1 .
_jk - "_Cjksm_jk, (17)

whereUr is the reduced flow velocity (Ur = xUIo_R).

The added mass coefficient Ojk in Eq. 16 can be calculated by applying the potential-flow theory [2,12]. Then qJl_ and
a_k can be calculatedfrom Eqs. 16 and 17, when the force amplitudeCjkand phase angle _ik aremeasured. Othertrail:force
coefficients can be obtainedinthesame mann_. - -

Fluid-force coefficients depend on tube arrangement,tube pitch, oscillation amplitude, oscillation frequency, and flow
velocity. Fora given tube array, fluid.force coefficients area functionof oscillation amplitude(d/D) and reducedflow velocity
(Ur), where d is vibration amplitude and D is tube diameter. For small-amplitude oscillations, fluid-force coefficients canbe
considereda functionof reducedflow velocity only.

Tests in a waterchannel for different tubearrayshave bsen performedto obtain fluid-damping and fluid-stiffness coeffi-
cients: a single tube, two tubes, and tube rows. The detailedtest section, force transducer,test procedure,and experimentaldata
aregiven in reportsand papers [13-157].

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF FLUID-DAMPING CONTROLLED INSTABILITY

Heat exchanger tubes are typically supportedby tube supportplates (TSP) at intervals along their length. To facilitate
assemblyand relative motion causedby thermalexpansion, TSP holes aremade larger thanthe tube diameter. This experiment
is to evaluate the effects of tube to TSP clearanceon tubemotion in waterflow. The experimentsareperformedin a rectangular
flow channel thatis 26.04 cm highand 10.6an wide and is situatedin a test chamberconnected to a waterloop witha maximum
flow rateof 0.052 m3/s.The details of the test chamberare the sameas those in earlier experiments for tubearraysin crossflow
[16-18?].

The arrangementof the tube arrayis shown in Fig. 3. It is a tube row or square tube arraywith the pitch-to-diameterratio
equal to 1.35. Each tube element is suspendedas a simply supportedbeamon two O-ringsmounted91.4 an (36 in.) apart(A to
D). The O-ringsate seatedin compressionplates. The tube is submergedin fluid between the two O-ringsupports (A to D) but
is subjectedto flow only in its middleportion B to C (measuring26.04 cm). Two types of tubes areused:

• The tube at the center in the upstreamrow, markedby darkercolor in Fig. 3, called active tube, is a brass tubewith
1.59cm OD, 1.59mm wall thickness, and 126.52 cm length.

• All othertubesarebrasstubes,called dummy tubes, with 1.59cm OD, 0.32 an wall thickness, 95.25 cm length.
The overhungportion (the portion outside the tube supportA and D) for the dummy tubes is 1.91cm, and for the active tubeis
1.91cm atone endand 33.34 em at theotherend. The overhungportionof the active tube between D andG is in air.

The active tube is also "supported"by a brassTSP. Two types of TSP are used:rectangularshape and circularshape. The
diamettalclearance(gap) between the tube andthe TSP is setat differentvalues to study the effect of clearanceon tuberesponse.
Displacementtransducersat aand b areused tomeasure tubedisplacement.

Tubedisplacements at a and b in the lift anddragdirectionsarerecordedon tape. The tube response can be observedat the
overhungportion; in particular,interactionof the free end with the TSP canbe seen when the flow velocity is changed. The tube
displacementcomponents are analyzed in detail to providean understandingof the response characteristics;these include RMS
tube displacements, time histories, power spectraldensities, dominantresponse frequencies, phase planes, Poincar6maps,and
Lyapunov exponents. Figures 4-6 show typical tube response characteristics as a function of flow velocity including rms
displacement,phase planes, and Lyapunov exponent. Tube displacementsassociated with the instabilityof a TSP-inactivemode
aresmall; however, impacts of the tube againstTSPs may result in significant damage in a relatively short time. The detailed
dataofthreeseriesoftestsarepresented in a report [17].

5. A THEORY FOR FLUID-DAMPING CONTROLLED INSTABILITY

The tube motion for the tube row given in Figure 3 is analyzed based on the unsteady flow theory. Several techniques,
includingrms tube displacements, bifurcation diagrams,phaseportraits,power spectraldensity, and Poincar_mapping, areused
to characterizetube motions. Manycalculationshave beencarriedout to thoroughly conf'wmthe existence of chaotic motionand
the mutes to chaos with changeof controlparameters[197].
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Figure 8, Poincar_mapof tube motion at (a) 2.1 m/s and Co)2.0m/s

Figure7 shows the bifurcationdiagramfora symmetric clearance. For flow velocity less than the f'u_tcritical flow velocity
1.77m/s orhigher than the second critical flow velocity 4.73 m/s, all oscillations died out as time increased;when flow velocity
reachedthe critical values, therewas a jump indisplacemenL Whenthe tube lost its stabilityand struckthe TSP, chaotic motion
occurred. But as flow velocity reachedcertain values between 2.02 m/s and 4.17 m/s, the tube struck the TSP regularlyin a
harmonicperiodicvibrationbecause of the damping-cona,olled instabilityof the tube.

Figure 8 shows the Poincar6map of tubemotion at 2.1 and 2.0 m/s. Figure 8a presents periodic motion because there is
only a single point. However, Figure 8b shows limited-bandchaotic motion with points scattered overa wide range.

Figure 9 shows the R.MSdisplacement predictedfrom the mathematical model and derived from experimental data. The
lower and upperlimits of critical flow velocity are in good agreement. Predicted tube displacement at b, which is close to the
TSP, agreewell with the experimentaldata. The predictedresponseat b is slightly lower thanthat in the experimentaldata.

Based on an unsteady-flow theoryand a bilinear mathematical model, fluidelastic instability of loosely supportedtubes
subjectedto crossflow was analyzed. With typicalnonlinearboundaryconditions, tube motion canbe expressed by a nonlinear
autonomousmechanical system in which chaoticmotion is highlyprobablewith variationof controlparameters. In this study, a
verycomplicated system was analyzed using 10modes. Therefore, the chaotic behaviorof the system may be quite different
from systems with one or two-degrees-of-freedom. Even though the analytical results in this study demonstratedthe existence
and identified some characteristi_ of chaoticmotion in the instability region of the TSP-inactive mode, we still have difficulties
withcompletely understandingwhy the chaotic motionoccurs andhow we cancontrolit economically.

6. ANALYSIS OF FLUID-STIFFNESS CONTROLLED INSTABILITY

The system consists of a row of rigid tubes with three tubessupportedby springs, as shown in Fig. 10. The middle three
tubes aredenoted as tubes 2, 1, and 3 respectively. The coupled tube/flow system consists of six degrees of freedom; three
elastically supported tubes have two degrees of freedomeach. The openings on the supportplate are assumed to be squares with
tubesupportplate gaps, aj,bj, cj, linddj.
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An analysis using time simulations, pow_ spectral densities, bifurcation diagrams, Poincar_ maps, and Lyapunov exponents
has been performed to investigate the motions of a row of loosely supported tubes in crossflow. This is the first study on chaotic
vibration associated with stiffness-controlled instability of loosely supported tubes on the basis of the unsteady flow theory.

Figure 11 shows the bifurcation diagram, in which Uv is slowly increased to observe the change of dynamic behavior. The
u axis is the velocity of tube 2 whenever tube 1 passes through the equilibrium position. In the area above the second Hopf
Bifurcation, a number of periodic windows is visible.

For a range of system parameters, flow-induced instability is periodic with a single frequency. The periodic motion can
become chaotic through one or more of the following ways: (1) the reduced flow velocity is increased until the second Hopf
Bifurcation occurs, (2) the gap is asymmetric, and (3) the gaps for one tube are larger than those for other robes. The detailed
results are given in two papers [20, 21?].

7. CLOSING REMARKS

Fluidelastic instability of loosely supported tube arrays was studied analytically and experimentally. Both fluid-damping

and fluid-stiffness controlled instabilities were investigated. The nonlinearity of the symmetric or asymmetric gaps significantly
affects the distribution of periodic, quasiperiodic, and chaotic motions of the tubes. This is one of the practical problems of
fluid-structure systems with many interest motions.

To develop a reliable design guideline for fluidelastic instability of tube arrays for application to heat exchangers and steam
generators, the unsteady flow theory is the reliable theory to use. The key elements are the motion-dependent fluid force
coefficients. In this study, a reliable method was developed and shown capable of providing all necessary fluid force
coefficients. A systematic study can be performed to measure all fluid force coefficients for various tube arrays. Once the
necessary fluid force coefficients are determined, the unsteady flow theory can be applied to practical components for the
evaluation of fluidelastic instability.

Several series of tests _,ere performed for a loosely supported tube among a rigid tube array in crossflow. Tube displace-
ments were analyzed to characterize the tube behavior by RMS values, power spectral densities, phase planes, Poincar_ maps,



and Lyapunovexponents. The generalcharacteristicspredictedfrom themathematicalmodel ba_edon the unsteadyflow theory
agreereasonablyweUwith experimentaldata.

Continuingwork will emphasize the developmentof a basic understandingof flu|d/structuresystems, either autonomous or
nonantonomons. Nonlinear models based on the unsteady-flowtheorywill be developed to establish the basis forappropriate
stability controltechniques. The researchwill be directedto focus on some basicquestion: (1) whatare thenonlinearcharacter.
istics of motion-dependent fluid forces? (2) What causes the hysteresis associated fluidelnstlc instability? (3) Under what
circumstancesis flow instability a necessary condition for fluldelasflc instability? (4) How does vortex shedding interactwith
fluidelastic instability? (5) How does turbulenceexcitation affect fluidelastic instability? (6) Whatare the usefulapplications of
fluidelasticinstability? (7) What is thebest techniqueto control chaos in fluid/structuresystems.
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